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The aim of this book is to provide knowledge about "Woven Fabrics" it starts right from the
Fabric history then leads through the manufacturing stages, classifications, decorative methods,
printing, dyeing, along with the common defects in the fabrics, then ends with some general
fabric related terms.



Textiles have such an importance bearing on our daily lives that everyone needs to know
something about them.There are a few techniques for the manufacturing of good fabric. The
care will be start from selection of right raw material, manufacturing of quality yarn/fabric to
finishing. This project work is dealt with the study of fabrics and general terms in the fabrics and
also with the structure as well as defects in the fabric.The different sections studied are as
follows.x History of fabric x Quality particularsx Study of fabric x Wet processingx Classification
of fabric x Fabrics defects.x Industrial fabrics x Fabric check Points,x Fabrics manufacturing
methods x Fabric termsx Weaves or construction of fabricThis book can provide a single source
of reference information for the students, Textile technologists, Textile and Quality executives
whoever wants to study about Woven FabricsI. FABRIC HISTORYTens of thousands of years
ago, early humans learned to obtain fibers from wild plants, such as wild flax, hemp, and nettles.
Such fibers could be spun into thread and made into cloth textiles. People began to weave
fabricduring the Neolithic Era, a period that began around 8000 BC. Evidence of early weaving
comes from fragments of flax fibers found in Switzerland. In some cultures, people made cloth
without weaving, by pounding sheets of bark to produce a soft, flexible textile. The development
of agriculture led to the domestication of fiber plants, such as cotton, hemp, and flax.
Simultaneously alternative sources of yarn invented from natural, animal, mineral, chemical
sources.They are:x Animal base - from sheep, rabbit, silkworm - wool, silk etc… x Mining of
minerals - asbestos, glass etc…x Chemical - synthetics origin - Nylon, Polyester etc...These
fibers are converted into yarns by menace of spinning and then woven / knitted to produce
fabric. The following is the history of the fabric, which is classified according to the
manufacturing technology.¾ History of weaving:Fabric can be made in a variety of ways, such
as knotting, knitting, and braiding, but most cloth is made by weaving. Weaving is usually done
on a loom that holds long threads (the warp) under uniform tension so that other threads (the
weft) can be inserted over and under them. Many different types and patterns of weaving are
possible, depending on the fiber used and the arrangement of the threads. Ancient Egyptians
wove their earliest textiles from flax, which produced linen; in southern Europe, the earliest
textiles came from wool; in China, from silk; and in India, Peru, and Cambodia, from cottonFabric
is woven with the help of machine called Loom. Weaving is an ancient technology to make cloth
primarily for protection from weather and later on for wearing purposes. This technology is
originated from weaving on handlooms. In the modern era, manufacturing of fabrics started with
power looms and subsequently with hi-tech / sophisticated looms called shuttle less weaving
machines.NATURAL FIBERSHistory of the principal natural fibers used in textiles for apparel
and home fashion and the growth is as follows.EST. DATE FIBER BACKGROUND AND
PRODUCTIONo Generally considered to be the oldest natural textile fiber.Fine linen was used
as burial shrouds for the o5,000+ BC FLAX: Egyptian pharaohsLargest producer: Soviet States;
other large oproducers include Poland, Germany, Belgium and France. Largest exporters are
Northern Ireland and Belgium.o Worn by Egyptians earlier than 2,500 BC. Eli Whitney's invention
of the cotton gin in 1793 orevolutionized the processing of cotton.The development of the power



loom in 1884 3,000+ BC COTTON: obrought significant improvements and variations to cotton
fabrics.o Major producers: United States, Soviet States, China and India. Lesser producers
include Pakistan, Brazil, Turkey, Egypt, Mexico Iran and Sudan.o There are 40 different breeds
of sheep, which produce approximately 200 types of wool of 3,000 BC WOOL:varying
grades.Major producers include: Australia, New oZealand, Soviet States, China, South Africa,
and Argentina.o Silk culture began about 1725 BC, sponsored by the wife of China's
emperor.Silk is made from two continuous filaments ocemented together and used to form the
cocoon of the silkworm.2,600 BC SILK: o The Chinese closely guarded secrets of cultivation
and fabric manufacturing for about 3,000 years.India learned of silk culture when a Chinese
oprincess married an Indian prince.The major producer and exporter of silk is Japan. oMAN-
MADE FIBERS

Textiles have such an importance bearing on our daily lives that everyone needs to know
something about them.There are a few techniques for the manufacturing of good fabric. The
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whoever wants to study about Woven FabricsI. FABRIC HISTORYTens of thousands of years
ago, early humans learned to obtain fibers from wild plants, such as wild flax, hemp, and nettles.
Such fibers could be spun into thread and made into cloth textiles. People began to weave
fabricduring the Neolithic Era, a period that began around 8000 BC. Evidence of early weaving
comes from fragments of flax fibers found in Switzerland. In some cultures, people made cloth
without weaving, by pounding sheets of bark to produce a soft, flexible textile. The development
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Simultaneously alternative sources of yarn invented from natural, animal, mineral, chemical
sources.They are:x Animal base - from sheep, rabbit, silkworm - wool, silk etc… x Mining of
minerals - asbestos, glass etc…x Chemical - synthetics origin - Nylon, Polyester etc...These
fibers are converted into yarns by menace of spinning and then woven / knitted to produce
fabric. The following is the history of the fabric, which is classified according to the
manufacturing technology.¾ History of weaving:Fabric can be made in a variety of ways, such
as knotting, knitting, and braiding, but most cloth is made by weaving. Weaving is usually done
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textiles came from wool; in China, from silk; and in India, Peru, and Cambodia, from cottonFabric
is woven with the help of machine called Loom. Weaving is an ancient technology to make cloth
primarily for protection from weather and later on for wearing purposes. This technology is
originated from weaving on handlooms. In the modern era, manufacturing of fabrics started with
power looms and subsequently with hi-tech / sophisticated looms called shuttle less weaving
machines.NATURAL FIBERSHistory of the principal natural fibers used in textiles for apparel
and home fashion and the growth is as follows.EST. DATE FIBER BACKGROUND AND
PRODUCTIONo Generally considered to be the oldest natural textile fiber.Fine linen was used
as burial shrouds for the o5,000+ BC FLAX: Egyptian pharaohsLargest producer: Soviet States;
other large oproducers include Poland, Germany, Belgium and France. Largest exporters are
Northern Ireland and Belgium.o Worn by Egyptians earlier than 2,500 BC. Eli Whitney's invention
of the cotton gin in 1793 orevolutionized the processing of cotton.The development of the power
loom in 1884 3,000+ BC COTTON: obrought significant improvements and variations to cotton
fabrics.o Major producers: United States, Soviet States, China and India. Lesser producers
include Pakistan, Brazil, Turkey, Egypt, Mexico Iran and Sudan.o There are 40 different breeds
of sheep, which produce approximately 200 types of wool of 3,000 BC WOOL:varying
grades.Major producers include: Australia, New oZealand, Soviet States, China, South Africa,
and Argentina.o Silk culture began about 1725 BC, sponsored by the wife of China's
emperor.Silk is made from two continuous filaments ocemented together and used to form the
cocoon of the silkworm.2,600 BC SILK: o The Chinese closely guarded secrets of cultivation
and fabric manufacturing for about 3,000 years.India learned of silk culture when a Chinese
oprincess married an Indian prince.The major producer and exporter of silk is Japan. oMAN-
MADE FIBERSThe history of U.S. Production of the principal man-made fibers used in textiles
for apparel and home fashionEST. DATE FIBER BACKGROUND AND PRODUCTIONo The first
man-made fiber.The first commercial production of orayon fiber in the United States was in 1910
by the American Viscose Company.1910 RAYON o Using two different chemicals and
manufacturing techniques developed two basic types of rayon. They were viscose rayon and
cuprammonium rayon.o Today, only viscose rayon is being produced in the U.S1924
ACETATE:1939 NYLON:1950 ACRYLIC:1953 POLYESTER:1954 TRIACETATE: o The first
commercial production of acetate fiber in the United States was in 1924 by the Celanese
Corporation.o The first commercial production of nylon in the United States was in 1939 by the
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, Inc. It is the second most used man-made fiber in this
country, behind polyester.o The first commercial production of acrylic fiber in the United States
was in 1950 by E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, Inc.o A synthetic substitute for wool fibero
The first commercial production of polyester fiber in the United States was in 1953 by E. I. du
Pont de Nemours & Company, Inc.o Polyester is the most used manmade fiber in the U.S.o The
first commercial production of triacetate fiber in the United States was in 1954 by the Celanese
Corporation.o Domestic Triacetate production was discontinued in 1985.1959
SPANDEX:1961POLYOLEFIN/ POLYPROPYLENE:1989MICRO FIBERS/ MICRODENIER: o



The first commercial productionof spandex fiber in the United States was in 1959 by E. I. du Pont
de Nemours & Company, Inc.o It is an elastomeric man-made fiber (able to stretch at least 100%
and snap back like natural rubber).o Spandex is used in filament form.o The first commercial
production of an olefin fiber manufactured in the U.S. was by HerculesIncorporated.o In 1966,
polyolefin was the world's first and only Nobel-Prize winning fiber.o The first commercial
production of micro fiber in the U.S. was in 1989 by E. I. du-Pont de Nemours & Company, Inc.
Today micro fibers are produced in a variety of synthetic fibers (i.e. polyester, nylon, acrylic,
etc.)o The true definition of a micro fiber is a fiber that has less than one denier per filament.
Micro Fiber is the thinnest, finest of all man-made fibers. It is finer than the most delicate silk.o
To relate it to something more familiar--A human hair is more than 100 times the size of some
micro fiberso The first commercial production of lyocell in the U.S. was in 1993 by Courtaulds
Fibers, under the Tencel¨ trade name.o Environmentally friendly, lyocell is 1993 LYOCELL:
produced from the wood pulp of trees grown specifically for this purpose. It is specially
processed, using a solvent spinning technique in which the dissolving agent is recycled,
reducing environmental effluents.Courtesy: care@fabricare.com, USA. Mr. Aswin The above is
the historical growth of fibers and fabrics from oldest to the latest.2. Fabric.Fabric is a three
dimensional substance which can be used for manufacturing of cloths, apparels etc… the main
property of a fabric is it must be“wearable”The term fabric denotes fibers or yarns that can be
made to fabric by means of a variety of methods as follows.WeavingKnittingBraidingFelting etc…
Woven fabrics are composed of longitudinal warp threads and transverse weft threads which are
interlaced each one another; according to the class of structure and form of design that are
designed. A warp thread individually produced with definite twist and strength and is known as
end. While the terms pick and filling are applied to the weft threads but in order to distinguish
one series from the other the warp threads are mostly described as ends and the weft threads
as picks.Weft
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